Comprehensive genomic profiling
(CGP) is driving a new standard of care
Enable simultaneous detection of multiple oncology biomarkers
in a single next-generation sequencing test
CGP identifies actionable biomarkers that help optimize treatment
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CGP offers substantial savings to the health care system

UP
TO

$2.1

MILLION

in potential savings as
compared to exclusionary,
sequential testing, and
hotspot panels10

$24

THOUSAND

potential savings
to the insurer per
patient enrolled
in a clinical trial2

CGP-based tumor profiling assays cover multiple relevant biomarkers

All known DNA
and RNA variants

Genetic signatures such as
tumor mutational burden (TMB)
and microsatellite instability (MSI)

Biomarkers associated with
approved and developing
therapies across multiple
tumor types

CGP consolidates testing for faster results using fewer samples
TODAY'S CHALLENGE: Increasing number of biomarkers plus limited biopsy sample
ITERATIVE TESTING

VS.

CONSOLIDATED TESTING

Consolidating biomarker detection into a single assay limits the input of precious
biopsy sample, provides faster results, and reduces the need for rebiopsy10-12
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